
TuneIn Radio

**About TuneIn **

TuneIn app allows users to access the largest collection of national and international radio

stations. They have more than 100,000 radios and over 4 million podcasts available.

With TuneIn, you can access all radios on the go. The app provides you with more than 100,000

radios, which you can listen to online. You can access not only music, sports, or news, but also

podcasts or talks. In addition, you can save your favorite stations in your favorites to access them

even more quickly.

**TuneIn Radio - features:**

- Access to national and international radio stations: With the help of TuneIn, you can listen to

international and national radio stations live and free of charge. TuneIn offers more than 100,000

different radios. In the app you find not only music stations, but also radios, which mainly deal with

sports, news or talk. The app also offers you over 4 million podcasts, which you can listen to for

free.

- Discover radio stations: On TuneIn you will find not only your favorite station, but also new radio

stations. Discover new content, get inspired by new channels and follow them in the future.

- Create Favorites: In order to find your favorite stations even faster and to be always informed

about all important news, you can save them to your favorites. For this you just have to find your

favorite station in the app and follow it. But you can follow not only radio stations, but also

broadcasts or podcasts.

- Find the right channel: TuneIn gives you access to 100,000 different radios. Finding the right

radio station in this large selection can be difficult. In order to find the right station faster, the app

has a special search function. Filter the stations according to different categories, such as sports,

news or music, and limit your search as much as possible. You can also make your search more

precise by adding subcategories. For example, you can filter the category music even further by

decade or genre.

Conclusion: With TuneIn you can now enjoy the great world of radio on your smartphone or tablet.

Browse more than 100,000 different radios, discover new stations or follow your favorites. You do

not only have access to national and international radios, but also to podcasts. Whether you're

interested in sports, news, talk, or music, TuneIn can help you find the right radios for you. 


